We present a comparative study of the electronic band structures of the compounds CuMO 2 ͑M =B,Al,In,Ga͒ which belong to the family of delafossite transparent conductive oxides. The theoretical approaches we use are the standard local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ to density-functional theory, LDA + U, hybrid functionals, and perturbative GW on top of LDA or self-consistent Coulomb hole plus screened exchange calculations. The latter approach, state-of-the-art theoretical approach for quasiparticle band structures, predicts direct band gaps that are compatible with experimental optical gaps only after including the strong polaronic and excitonic effects present in these materials. For what concerns the so-called band-gap anomaly of delafossite compounds, we find that GW approaches yield the same qualitative trends with increasing anion atomic number as the LDA: accounting for the oscillator strength at the absorption edge is the key to explain the experimental trend. None of the methods that we applied beyond the simple LDA is in agreement with the small indirect gaps found by many early experiments. This supports the recent view that the absorption bands identified as a sign of the indirect experimental gaps are likely due to defect states in the gap and are not a property of the pristine material.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transparent conductive oxides ͑TCOs͒ are wide band-gap semiconductors characterized by large free carrier densities. These carriers are created by either intrinsic or extrinsic doping, giving to TCOs both low resistivity and transparency in the visible energy window. The technological applications of these materials are wide, ranging from their use as transparent contacts in flat panel displays, 1 to photovoltaic devices. 2 The charge carriers are usually electrons. Indeed, the most common examples of TCOs are electron ͑n-͒doped SnO 2 , In 2 O 3 , and ZnO. Hole ͑p-type͒ conductivity in TCOs was much harder to achieve but it was ultimately found in CuAlO 2 thin films. 3 A few years later, bipolar ͑either n-or p-type͒ conductivity was discovered in one element of the same family, namely, CuInO 2 . 4, 5 These spectacular achievements opened the way for the fabrication of TCO p-n junctions, 6 and to the development of a new technology entirely based on "invisible circuits," the so-called transparent electronics, [7] [8] [9] with many innovative applications stemming from it, such as stacked solar cells, transparent screens, or functional windows that generate solar electricity.
The materials responsible for such amazing properties belong to a particular class of Cu ternary oxides appearing in nature in the delafossite crystal phase, CuMO 2 , where M is a group-III element. 10 Their crystal structure is characterized by parallel planes composed of M and O atoms linked by dumbbell Cu atoms, yielding a strong anisotropy in the electronic properties. Since the discovery of their relatively high conductivity, delafossite copper oxides have been studied extensively both from the theoretical and the experimental point of view, and are the object of a raising interest from the scientific community, especially for their applications in thinfilm solar-cell technology.
From the experimental point of view, delafossites have been subject to conductivity and optical measurements, arguably the most important properties for their use as TCOs. The oldest optical experiments for CuAlO 2 pointed to a large difference between the direct and indirect band gap. 3, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Analogous results followed for CuInO 2 ͑Refs. 4, 19, and 20͒ and CuGaO 2 . 21 However, the most recent experimental work [22] [23] [24] suggests that all early results should be reanalyzed in view of the fact that most of the samples used in experiments were thin films. Indeed, the discrepancy between the gap measured for thin films and single-crystal samples hints at the fact that strain might play an important role. Moreover, one should consider that even if the extraction of the direct band gap from inspection of the absorption onset is fairly straightforward, the identification of the indirect band gap is considerably hindered by the inevitable presence of defect bands in the samples. Recent accurate single-crystal measurements [22] [23] [24] lead to a reduction in the difference between direct and indirect band gap and an overall opening of the band gap.
From the theoretical side, Laskowski et al. 25 and Christensen et al. 26 showed that absorption at the direct edge of copper delafossites is dominated by huge excitonic effects ͑about 0.5 eV͒. Similar excitonic effects were also found in experiments for CuScO 2 . 23, 27 This fact should be always taken into account when comparing calculated quasiparticle energies and optical measurements, as the optical and quasiparticle gaps differ by the exciton binding energy. Finally, various experiments [28] [29] [30] [31] point to the importance of small polarons in the conductivity mechanism, related to a very strong electron-phonon interaction in these materials together with their layered structure. However, the most recent experiments on monocrystals 24 are interpreted more consistently in terms of a band conduction model with acceptors located about 700 meV above the valence band ͑likely Cu vacancies͒ supplying holes for conduction.
From the theoretical side, and in spite of many efforts, it turned out difficult for calculations to reproduce and interpret experimental measurements. Indeed, delafossite materials present a subtle hybridization of the d states of copper with the p states of oxygen close to the Fermi level. This leads to subtle exchange and correlation effects that are very hard to take into account in standard theoretical schemes. For many years the only ab initio method applied to delafossites was standard density-functional theory ͑DFT͒, 5, 11, 21, 30, 32 based either on the local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ or on general gradient approximations ͑GGAs͒. However, DFT is hampered by two important shortcomings when applied in this context: ͑i͒ the Kohn-Sham band gap is systematically underestimated by 50-100 % when compared to photoemission experiments; ͑ii͒ the deficient cancellation of the spurious self-interaction terms in standard functionals, particularly critical for d electrons that usually are located too high in energy. For systems with shallow d states, such as the delafossite systems, that has a direct effect on the band gap.
In the last years, we witnessed the emergence of several techniques going beyond standard DFT, such as LDA+ U or hybrid functionals. Both methods have been used to study elements of the delafossite family with some success. 25, 33, 34 Hybrid calculations can partially fix the self-interaction problem and have proved to improve the treatment of localized states and better reproduce the band gap, 35 especially for materials with small and intermediate band gaps. 36, 37 They represent a major step forward with respect to LDA and GGA calculations but they should be used with care as their accuracy and reliability depends on the material under study. 36, 38 LDA+ U 39 was originally designed to correct the position of the d states through the introduction of the on-site interaction U. Unfortunately, this method is not selfinteraction free. Furthermore, most applications of LDA+ U use an empirical value for U, which makes the method semiempirical.
In the past years, GW approaches, 40 based on many-body perturbation theory, have proved to be an invaluable tool to compute accurate band gaps for a wide range of materials. [41] [42] [43] The GW method solves many of the deficiencies of the previously mentioned approaches at the cost of much more involved computations. It turns out, however, that the standard, perturbative, GW treatment is unable to describe the band-gap physics of many transition metal oxides and sulfides, yielding too small band gaps. [44] [45] [46] In this case, more sophisticated calculations have to be performed to obtain reliable results. To this aim, some self-consistent schemes that use approximated GW self-energies were proposed to allow to iteratively upgrade the quasiparticle energies and wave functions, leading to a remarkable improvement of the results. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] We have recently applied one of these methods to the study of delafossite CuAlO 2 and CuInO 2 , 34 providing a consistent description of the electronic states, and obtaining results that support the most recent experimental reports in the literature. [22] [23] [24] Recently, Christensen et al. obtained comparable calculations for CuAlO 2 under pressure using another restricted self-consistent GW scheme. 26 Finally, we should note that most experiments rely on optical absorption or transmission, with measurements of the optical band gap. This is the lowest energy we need to furnish to the system to create an electron-hole pair, and includes the electron-hole ͑excitonic͒ contribution. In contrast, the quasiparticle band gap is defined as the energy required to promote an electron from the top valence band to the bottom conduction band. This value can be obtained through photoemission experiments, and is the one usually calculated by theory. 48 Unfortunately, there is only one photoemission measurement for the delafossite structures, 11 and one excitonic calculation in literature, based on the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation on top of a GGA+ U band structure. 25 In this theoretical work it was shown that the electron-hole binding energy of CuAlO 2 is about 0.5 eV ͑Ref. 25͒ and that the first excitonic peak position is almost independent of the specific material ͑CuAlO 2 , CuInO 2 , and CuGaO 2 ͒, in contrast with the 0.4 eV energy range that separates the experimental absorption thresholds. Still, we can retain with a certain confidence that the excitonic binding energies can be as large as 0.5 eV when comparing our calculations to experiment.
In this paper, we present benchmark GW calculations for four members of the delafossite family, namely, CuAlO 2 , CuInO 2 , CuGaO 2 , and CuBO 2 . These calculations are also compared to standard DFT, LDA+ U, and hybrid functional calculations. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the GW method and its different flavors. We then describe several technical issues relevant for our calculations, focusing, in particular, on the convergence with the number of unoccupied states. In Sec. III, we discuss in detail CuAlO 2 , comparing different methods. We also stress the importance of polaronic effects in order to obtain results in close agreement with experimental data. In Sec. IV, we present our calculations for other members of the delafossite family ͑CuInO 2 , CuGaO 2 , and CuBO 2 ͒, and extract trends with the anion atomic number. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Sec. V.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. GW approaches
In 1965, Hedin 40 established a set of equations that reformulated traditional many-body theory in terms of a physically motivated screened interaction W. This set should be solved self-consistently, a task still way beyond current theoretical and computational resources. The GW method used for real systems is an approximation to this set of five equations, where the self-energy of the system is written as
where G͑1,2͒ is the one-particle Green's function of the system and W͑1 + ,2͒ the dynamical screened Coulomb interac- 
where i KS are the Kohn-Sham wave functions, v xc the exchange-correlation potential, and Z is the quasiparticle renormalization factor given by
.
͑3͒
Clearly, the so-called G 0 W 0 approximation of Eq. ͑2͒, or perturbative GW, is only valid when the reference Kohn-Sham energy levels and wave functions are reasonably good approximations to the quasiparticle ones. This is often the case, and indeed the G 0 W 0 method provides a systematic improvement to Kohn-Sham band structure and has been extremely successful in the treatment of sp semiconductors. 41 Unfortunately, this perturbative treatment turns out to be insufficient for transition metal oxides, and for materials where the bands close to the Fermi level have a significant d ͑or f͒ character, as it is the case for delafossite TCOs.
Different strategies were put forward in order to overcome this problem: ͑i͒ the choice of a better reference system, replacing the standard LDA or GGA by, e.g., exact exchange, 49 LDA+ U, 50 or hybrid functionals. 51 ͑ii͒ Using an approximate self-consistent GW scheme, 42, 47, 52 in which the wave functions and eigenenergies are updated iteratively. This latter method has the great advantage of yielding results independent of the initial guess of the wave functions.
Unfortunately, the straightforward iteration of the Dyson equations in Hedin's GW framework leads to non-Hermitian self-energies that complicate considerably the scheme. Besides, it was proved that a full self-consistent procedure deteriorates the quality of the spectroscopic properties we are interested in. 53 Therefore, the original self-consistent GW scheme of Faleev et al., 52 that in the following we refer to as the quasiparticle self-consistent GW method ͑QPscGW͒, relies on a Hermitianization of the self-energy. It turns out that this scheme leads to very accurate quasiparticle wave functions and energies for a large number of systems. In this paper, we chose an alternative approach to QPscGW, that is considerably lighter from a computational point of view. 44, 47 Such approach, that we will refer to as G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX, consists in performing a self-consistent Coulomb hole plus screened exchange ͑COHSEX͒ calculation, followed by a perturbative GW on top of it. The COHSEX approximation 54 is an alternative way, proposed by Hedin in the 1960s, to approximate the GW self-energy making it Hermitian and static. In contrast with the approximation of Faleev et al., it neglects completely dynamical effects, but it has the advantage that it only requires the knowledge of the occupied manifold, which decreases considerably the computational burden.
Self-consistent COHSEX usually leads to band gaps that are too large when compared with experiment, due to the complete neglecting of dynamical effects in the screening. However, the quasiparticle wave functions turn out to be very close to the QPscGW ones. 47 The final step of our method, the perturbative GW performed on top of the selfconsistent COHSEX wave functions, accounts for the dynamical screening that was missing in the COHSEX approximation. This correction decreases the value of the gap, yielding quasiparticle energies in excellent agreement both with experiments and QPscGW calculations. [44] [45] [46] [47] 
B. Numerical details
The set of methods used in this paper includes DFT in the standard LDA, LDA+ U, hybrid functionals, and GW approaches. For the hybrid functional calculations, we used the functionals HSE03 ͑Ref. 55͒ and PBE0 ͑Ref. 56͒ as implemented in VASP. 57, 58 LDA+ U and GW calculations were performed using ABINIT. 59 The value we used for U is the same empirical value used by Laskowski et al., 25 i.e., 8 eV, in order to be able to compare directly with their results. Hybrid functionals and LDA+ U calculations were based on a PAW formalism, with a cutoff of 44 hartree for the plane wave basis. On the other hand, GW calculations were carried out using norm-conserving pseudopotentials. The Cu pseudopotential is built including 3s and 3p semicore states in the valence. Also In 4s, 4p, and 4d semicore states are taken in the valence while we verified that Ga 3d, 3p, and 3s states could be safely kept in the core. We remind that the proper treatment of semicore orbitals is crucial in GW calculations of Cu compounds. 44 A 4ϫ 4 ϫ 4 k-point grid and an energy cutoff of 120 hartree were used for the ground-state calculations while a 90 hartree energy cutoff was used for the computation of the screening and the self-energy. The dynamical behavior of the screening in the G 0 W 0 calculation was taken into account by a plasmon-pole model. 60 As the experimental and LDA-relaxed geometries are very close ͑within 1%͒, and the small contraction of the lattice in LDA has a negligible effect on band structures ͑corrections amount to less than 0.05 eV͒, we used experimental lattice parameters for CuAlO 2 , CuInO 2 , and CuGaO 2 . In the case of CuBO 2 , we performed calculations at both experimental and LDAoptimized parameters as they surprisingly differ by more than 10%. We will discuss this issue in Sec. IV C.
One of the most serious bottlenecks in GW calculations concerns the convergence with respect to the number of unoccupied bands. Indeed, both the calculation of the Green's function G and of the screened interaction W involves infinite sums over unoccupied states. It is possible to circumvent this sum, as it was recently proposed in Ref. 61 but most of the current implementations simply cutoff the infinite sum at a certain energy. Unfortunately, convergence with respect to the number of unoccupied states is often very slow, and this is indeed the case for the delafossite systems where a fully converged calculation would require thousands of empty bands ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Fortunately, this situation can be dramati-cally improved using the recipe of Bruneval and Gonze, 62 where the energies of all the states that are not taken into account explicitly in the summation are replaced by a single number ⑀. This number is to some extent arbitrary, and should be chosen in order to speed up the convergence. An example, for CuInO 2 , is shown in Fig. 1 where the value of the GW correction to the LDA eigenenergies ͑within the COHSEX approximation͒ is plotted as a function of the number of unoccupied states for different values of ⑀. It is clear that for a carefully chosen ⑀, in this case of around 9.5 hartree, convergence can be reached by as few as 200 empty bands ͑the value used in this paper͒.
III. AL COMPOUND
Since p-type conductivity was first discovered in CuAlO 2 thin films, 3 this compound has been extensively studied in the literature. 5, 11, 13, 15, 18, 22, 25, 26, 32, 33, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] However, experiments are afflicted by a large dispersion of data. Experimental studies agree to indicate that CuAlO 2 is an indirect bandgap material. Different authors evaluated the indirect gap by optical measurements on thin-film samples in the range 1.65-2.1 eV. More recently, experiments on monocrystals seem to agree that a better estimate for the indirect gap is of about 3.00 eV ͑Refs. 22-24͒ while the absorption bands at lower energy are most likely assigned to impurity levels in the gap. 22, 33 Most of the measurements locate the direct gap in the range 3.4-3.7 eV. There is only one photoemission experiment 11 which shows that the quasiparticle band gap is comparable to the direct gap ͑3.5 eV͒. It is not clear why there is such a large discrepancy between the indirect band gap evaluated by optical transmission and the one determined by photoemission spectroscopy. There is no trace of the indirect band gap at about 2 eV in all the theoretical calculations made on the pure crystal, apart from the results coming from LDA/GGA, that, as is well known ͑and shown below͒, always underestimate the band gaps. This is a controversial point that our calculations can help to clarify.
A. GW band structures
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the CuAlO 2 band structure, calculated using the LDA, G 0 W 0 , and G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX. Here and in the following, we use the path in the Brillouin zone suggested by Ref. 5 . This path has the advantage of including the top of the valence band, that lies close to F according to all the methods we considered. Concerning the conduction band, there is a competition between two minima, at ⌫ and L. Within the LDA, the bottom of the conduction band lies at ⌫, the minimum at L being 0.6 eV higher. However, these differences, as well as the band dispersions, depend strongly on the method employed.
First, we observe that the quasiparticle corrections calculated perturbatively within G 0 W 0 are very important, leading to a k-dependent opening of the band gap of up to 3.0 eV, and significantly reducing the difference between direct and indirect band gap to 0.3 eV. The absolute value of the direct band gap is in relatively good agreement with experiments, however several facts make us believe that a perturbative scheme is insufficient to describe the physics of these compounds. 30 However, previous GW calculations on vanadium oxide, another oxide material with a band-gap made of states with a strong 3d character, indicate that DFT wave functions are insufficiently localized and too symmetric. 45 All these observations point to the need of performing some kind of self-consistent GW calculations for Cu delafossites, in order to move away from the inaccurate LDA starting point. We chose to perform G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculations as this method yields excellent results for similar materials. 44, 46 Our G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX results for CuAlO 2 are summarized in the left panel of Fig. 2 and Table I It is worth noting that, by increasing the complexity level of the calculation, there is an upward shift of the conduction valley at ⌫, with respect to the one at L. This fact has also clear implications on the selection rules for optical matrix elements ͑dipole transitions are forbidden at ⌫, while they are allowed at L and F͒ and the character of the transitions that determine the features in the optical spectra of these materials. 5 In Fig. 3 , we show the quasiparticle correction to the Kohn-Sham LDA bands using
For what concerns the modification of the band dispersions, the effect already seen in G 0 W 0 is enhanced in G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX. Furthermore, the corrections depend strongly on the character of the band. The dramatic failure of G 0 W 0 can be imputed not only to the wrong screening properties inherited from the underestimated DFT band gap ͑as in Cu 2 O͒ but also to the incorrect localization properties of the DFT wave functions. To investigate further this point, we performed a G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculation keeping the wave functions fixed while updating iteratively only the energies ͑points labeled E-sc in Fig. 3 and Table I͒ . It is clear that the self-consistency in the energies is not equivalent to the selfconsistency both in the energies and the wave functions, which indicates that the wave functions are indeed strongly modified during the scCOHSEX cycles.
Moreover, the large difference between perturbative and self-consistent results shows that the LDA wave functions and energies constitute a very poor approximation to quasiparticle states in Cu delafossite materials. In addition, the fact that the GW corrections are strongly k-point dependent prevent us from using a scissor operator to simulate them. We remind that the use of scissor operators on top of LDA band structures is very common in literature, often without verifying if such a drastic approximation is justified.
B. GW corrections to the valence states
Calculations performed using G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX predict an overall downshift of the highest valence states. This shift is strongly k dependent. By inspection of Fig. 4 ͑left panel͒, we can conclude that this behavior is caused by strong modifications at different k points of the matrix elements ͗v͉⌺ x ͉v͘ and ͗v͉H Hartree ͉v͘, where the state ͉v͘ belongs to the top valence. This behavior can be explained by considering the different character of the top valence band in different parts of the Brillouin zone. Indeed, it is evident that there is a band crossing along the path between F and ⌫, which leads to a change in character of the highest valence band ͑black line in the left panel of Fig. 4͒ . Crystal-field theory predicts the splitting of the d states which contribute to the top valence in two groups, one with e g and the other with t 2g symmetry. The symmetry analysis of the states coming from our calculations shows that, on the plateau which includes the F point and L point, the top valence band is mainly formed by e g states with a small contribution of O 2p states. On the other hand, in the remaining part of the Brillouin Zone, the top valence band is formed by a mixture of t 2g states with a significant fraction of O 2p states.
The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the difference between ͗i͉H Hartree ͉i͘ built either using DFT or quasiparticle wave functions for the top valence states ͑black histograms͒. The same information is also plotted for the matrix element ͗i͉⌺ x ͉i͘ ͑red histograms͒. For Cu 2 O, these differences were rather small ͑Ͻ0.1 eV͒, 69 moreover the changes in these two terms tended to cancel one another. The situation is quite different for CuAlO 2 , and the other copper-based delafossites, where large differences add up giving rise to a strong dispersion of the quasiparticle corrections.
Already at the G 0 W 0 level, the matrix elements of ͗v͉⌺ x ͉v͘ and ͗v͉H Hartree ͉v͘ depend strongly on the k point. Consequently, the G 0 W 0 corrections show a non-negligible dispersion, as it is shown in Fig. 3 . When one performs selfconsistency in the COHSEX framework, updating only the eigenenergies without changing the wave functions, the corrections of the different iterations add up and lead to a large nonconstant downshift of the top valence states ͑see again Fig. 3͒ . A self-consistent procedure that includes also the update of the wave functions decreases the final correction and its dispersion, due to compensating effects coming from the changes in the wave functions. However, the G 0 W 0 and G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX correction to the top valence bands keep differing by more than 1 eV.
For valence states with a large e g character, the Hartree term changes significantly. This can be explained by the fact that the states are mainly of d z 2 character and are oriented along the bond Cu-O, overlapping considerably with the bonding density. For the bands with t 2g character, the main change is in the expectation value of the Fock operator. From this results if is clear that, in cases where one is interested in the band-edge correction-like for calculation of the formation energy of defects 70 or band offsets 71 -the use of a selfconsistent scheme where also the wave functions are updated is essential.
C. GW corrections to the conduction states
To a large extent the situation for the conduction states is analogous to the one for the valence. Also in this case, there is a crossing of the lowest conduction bands yielding a change in character: close to the high-symmetry points L and F the bottom conduction states are mainly composed of Cu and O s and p orbitals; around Z and ⌫ the band has a Cu 3d character ͑e g symmetry͒, with a significant amount of s and p states from Al, O, and Cu.
Not surprisingly, the lowest empty band has G 0 W 0 corrections whose size at each k is correlated with the character of the state: as a result, the corrections display a remarkable k dependence, which is shown in Fig. 3 . Once again, the selfconsistency in the wave functions plays a considerable role. However, this time it increases the total correction with respect to the calculation where only eigenenergies are updated. The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the expectation values of the exchange self-energy ͗c͉⌺ x ͉c͘ and the Hartree potential ͗c͉H Hartree ͉c͘, where ͉c͘ is a bottom conduction state, calculated using either DFT or scCOHSEX wave functions. For the k points where the lowest conduction band has mainly s and p character, the changes in the expectation values are small and have opposite signs. This is in agreement with the fact that G 0 W 0 is usually a good approximation for sp semiconductors. However, for k points where the lowest conduction band has mainly a d z 2 character, the expectation value of the exchange operator changes considerably with the change in the wave functions. This is the driving mechanism for the switch from indirect to quasidirect band gap in CuAlO 2 .
D. LDA+ U and hybrid functionals
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the band structures obtained using LDA+ U and hybrid functionals ͑HSE03 and PBE0͒. The LDA+ U results, in good agreement with the previously published GGA+ U results of Ref. 25 , are the only ones that show a larger upward shift of the conduction valley at L than the one at ⌫. As a consequence, LDA+ U yields even a larger difference between the direct and indirect band gap than LDA ͑1.5 eV-see Table I͒ , very close to the largest values obtained in early experiments. Note that all other approaches yield much smaller differences between the direct and indirect band gap, and indirect band gaps much larger than the experimental values for thin films. In view of that, such agreement is likely to be fortuitous since it is not supported either by any other theoretical method or by the most recent experiments for single crystals. 22 Concerning the hybrid functional calculations, Fig. 2 shows a great similarity between the band structures calculated using HSE03 and PBE0 functionals. Valence bands are almost identical, and very similar to the ones calculated using G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX. Concerning the conduction bands, PBE0 results differ from HSE03 by a nearly rigid shift, and are very close to G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX results. This is not surprising as the PBE0 functional is particularly adequate to study materials with gaps larger than 3 eV ͑Ref. 72͒ while the quality of HSE03 gaps is known to start deteriorating in that same energy range. 36 By comparing the theoretical band structures with experiments, the unexpected result is the disagreement between the experimental and G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX direct gap ͑see Table  I͒ . Even taking into account a large electron-hole binding energy ͑of about 0.5 eV͒, the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX band gap is more than 1 eV larger than optical measurements. The explanation of this disagreement lies in the extremely strong electron-phonon interaction present in the delafossite compounds, 34 as it is conveyed by the large polaron constant 64 ␣ P ϳ 1 for CuAlO 2 , which is the sign of a large polaronic contribution to the band gap.
Unfortunately, a fully ab initio many body calculation that includes electron-electron interactions together with polaronic terms is currently out of reach. Nevertheless, it is possible to include polaronic effects in a GW calculation by using a model recently proposed in Ref. 73 , that relies on the knowledge of the electronic and lattice contributions to the static dielectric functions. This model consists in modifying the dielectric constant entering in the self-energy calculation to match the measured static dielectric constant 64 ͑that obviously includes polaronic effects͒. In our framework, this is only performed in the perturbative GW step, after having determined the scCOHSEX wave functions to be used as better starting point for the last perturbative step. This approach, that we refer to as G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX+ P, leads to a rigid shift downward of the CuAlO 2 conduction bands by 1.2 eV ͑see Table I͒ . This value is perfectly in line with what can be expected for ionic compounds characterized by such a large polaronic constant. 73 The direct band gap resulting from the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX+ P approach is finally 3.9 eV. The value agrees very well with the experimental optical band gaps, especially when an excitonic contribution of about 0.5 eV is also considered. We remark that we expect a negligible polaronic correction to the latter quantity, as in the case of such a strongly bound exciton the lattice cannot follow the formation of electron-hole pairs and the Coulomb attraction which enters in the excitonic Hamiltonian is to a very good approximation only screened by the redistribution of electrons.
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IV. OTHER DELAFOSSITE TRANSPARENT CONDUCTIVE OXIDES
A. CuInO 2
Soon after the discovery of p-type conductivity in CuAlO 2 , 11 the same research group found bipolar conductivity in CuInO 2 thin films. 4 According to the type of doping, CuInO 2 thin films can show either n-or p-type conductivity. This led to the fabrication of p-n homojunctions, 6 giving a boost to the emerging field of transparent electronics. 7, 8 According to experiments, CuInO 2 is characterized by a direct optical gap of 3.9-4.45 eV ͑Refs. 4, 19, and 20͒ and a small indirect gap of 1.44 eV, thus exhibiting a larger difference between direct and indirect band gaps 5 than CuAlO 2 . Another peculiar feature is that the fundamental direct band gap lies at ⌫, and is optically forbidden by symmetry reasons. A comparison to spectroscopic measurements thus requires a more detailed study, that focuses on the first allowed transitions at L and not on the fundamental direct band gap at ⌫. For this reason, in the following we present direct band gaps at L. Figure 5 shows the LDA and G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX band structures calculated for CuInO 2 . As already seen for CuAlO 2 , G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX leads to a huge opening of the band gaps: the direct band gap at L is 5.54 eV whereas the fundamental indirect gap has an energy of 3.54 eV. Furthermore, the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX correction is quite sensitive to the k point. With respect to the LDA, the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX approach leads to a decrease in the difference between direct and indirect gap, going from 2.6 eV ͑LDA͒ to 2 eV ͑G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX͒. Just like in the case of CuAlO 2 , the present calculations locate the indirect band gap of CuInO 2 at much higher energies when compared to experiment. Once more, our results support the idea that the presence of impurity states within the forbidden gap might be responsible for the experimentally detected low-energy features. 22, 33 The quasiparticle direct band gap at L differs by 1.6 eV from the optical band gap reported in optical/transmission measurements. This difference is comparable to what we found for CuAlO 2 , making us believe that also in this compound the excitonic and polaronic effects can be at the origin of the overestimation of the band gap by G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX. Unfortunately, the lack of precise measurements of the static dielectric constants of CuInO 2 did not allow us to perform a model calculation of the polaronic contribution for this material. Our preliminary calculations suggest that also the exciton binding energy of CuInO 2 is about 0.5 eV, in agreement with results of Ref. 25 .
B. CuGaO 2
Another interesting compound belonging to the Cu delafossite family is CuGaO 2 . 21 Figure 6 shows the band structure of CuGaO 2 calculated using LDA and G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX. This material has an electronic structure intermediate between CuAlO 2 and CuInO 2 , with the bottom of the conduction band at ⌫ and the valence-band maximum close to F. Also in this case, G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculations lead to a shrinkage of the conduction band width, and a widening of the valence band width with respect to the LDA calculations. Moreover, as it happens for CuAlO 2 and CuInO 2 , the change in dispersion of the lowest conduction band due to GW corrections increases the gap at ⌫ by a larger amount than the gap at L. In the case of CuInO 2 since the LDA gap at ⌫ was much smaller than the gap at L, the order of the direct gaps was not changed. In CuGaO 2 , instead, the GW corrections make the direct gap at L smaller than the one at ⌫. Within G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX, the indirect and direct ͑at L͒ band gaps are 4.03 eV and 4.83 eV, respectively. The difference between the direct and indirect gap is 0.8 eV. This value is smaller than in CuInO 2 and larger than in CuAlO 2 . The direct gap can be compared to transmission spectra measurements which report an optical band gap of 3.6 eV. 21 The discrepancy between the theoretical quasiparticle gap and the experimental optical gap is of 1.2 eV. This result is compatible with what we found for the other two compounds considered so far.
C. CuBO 2
Recently, Snure and Tiwari 74 reported the fabrication and characterization of CuBO 2 thin films. This new material appeared technologically attractive as it presents a relatively large p-type conductivity, higher than for CuAlO 2 thin films. Moreover, the authors found that the CuBO 2 optical band gap is much larger than for all other Cu delafossite compounds. However, a theoretical article by Scanlon et al. 75 questioned the validity of the experimental lattice parameters measured by Snure and Tiwari, as they were in disagreement by more than 10% with the theoretical values obtained using either LDA or hybrid ͑HSE06͒ functionals. This result was quite unexpected, as DFT calculations using LDA or GGA usually ͑and, in particular, for the other delafossite structures͒ give good estimations of the lattice parameters, within few percent. In view of this fact, we performed a structural optimization of CuBO 2 using the LDA, obtaining the following lattice parameters, a = 2.49 and c = 16.34 Å. These values should be compared with the experimental findings, a = 2.84 and c = 16.52 Å. In agreement with what reported in Ref. 75 , this discrepancy is unusually large. Therefore, in order to shed light onto this issue and understand the effect of the geometry on the electronic band structure of CuBO 2 , we performed G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculations for the two ͑experimental and theoretical͒ configurations. Figure 7 shows LDA and G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculations for CuBO 2 , using either the LDA-optimized ͑top panels͒ or the experimental geometry ͑bottom panels͒. With the experimental geometry, we obtained band structures similar in shape to the ones of CuGaO 2 while the LDA-optimized geometry gives bands closer to those of CuAlO 2 . Moreover, we can observe that ͑i͒ the conduction band at ⌫ has a significantly larger effective mass when the LDA-optimized geometry is used. ͑ii͒ The band structures at the experimental geometry have more bands in the selected energy window around the gap, as a consequence we may expect a stronger absorption at low energies than for the LDA-optimized case. ͑iii͒ The conduction-band minimum is at ⌫ for the experimental geometry while the LDA-optimized geometry locates that minimum at L.
Considering the series B, Al, Ga, and In, where the atoms are ordered with the increasing atomic numbers, our remarks suggest that the atomic structure of CuBO 2 given by LDA simulations gives results more in line with the trend shown by the other compounds of the family. In fact, the direct band gap calculated within G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX is at L and has the value of 3.52 eV. In contrast with all the other compounds, this value is much smaller than the reported experimental optical gap of 4.5 eV, obtained by Snure and Tiwari from transmission spectra. 74 This fact is very surprising. Snure and Tiwari measured also an indirect band gap of 2.2 eV. 74 This time the measured value is in line with the indirect gaps found for the other Cu delafossites. The G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculations yield an indirect band gap of 3.18 eV, which is considerably larger than the experimental value. It is worth stressing that the present G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX results are in nice agreement with the previous study of Scanlon et al., 75 where calculations were performed using the hybrid functional HSE06, and where the direct and indirect band gaps were found at 3.59 eV and 3.08 eV, respectively.
D. Trends with increasing anion atomic number
We summarize the results for all the compounds we have studied in Table II , where we report the optically active direct gaps ͑at L͒, the indirect band gaps and their differences calculated within G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX. The last column is the difference between the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX and the LDA direct band gap at L. The compounds are listed in order of ascending anion atomic number.
The compounds containing Al, Ga, and In respect a clear trend. Upon increasing the anion atomic number, there is a decrease in the indirect band gap. The direct band gap, instead, slightly decreases going from CuAlO 2 to CuGaO 2 , increasing afterward for CuInO 2 , in qualitative agreement with previous LDA calculations. This behavior is due to the change in dispersion of the lowest conduction band, which favors a smaller direct gap at L for the compounds containing B and Al while the direct band gaps is at ⌫ for the In compound. The compound with Ga has the smallest direct gap at ⌫ within LDA while G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculations locate the smallest direct gap at L.
The trend followed by the measured optical band gaps of CuAlO 2 , CuInO 2 and CuGaO 2 ͑the so-called band-gap anomaly͒ was studied by Nie et al. at the LDA level. 5 The band-gap anomaly refers to the fact that the optical band gap increases with the increase in the anion atomic number ͑3.5 eV in CuAlO 2 , 3.6 eV in CuGaO 2 , and 3.9 eV in CuInO 2 ͒. Nie et al. concluded that it was necessary to take into account the matrix elements for optical transitions between states around the gap to reproduce the experimental order of the optical absorption edges. Our results agree qualitatively with their conclusions, even if the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX results are very different from a quantitative point of view. From the last column of the table, we realize that the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX corrections to the LDA band gaps are rather constant ͑ϳ2.5 eV͒ for all these three compounds.
Finally, it is worth noting that the difference between the direct and indirect band gaps increases with the anion atomic number, going from 0.09 eV in CuAlO 2 ͑where the conduction-band minimum changes to L͒, to 0.8 eV in CuGaO 2 and 2.02 eV in CuInO 2 .
The situation is very puzzling for CuBO 2 . First, all band gaps are much smaller than the ones calculated for the other compounds ͑in contrast with experiment͒, particularly when one looks at the direct band gap. The difference between the direct gap and indirect gaps is 0.34 eV, and this value is independent of the geometrical structure for the two geometries we considered. The difference between G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX and LDA gaps is about 1.5 eV, and even in this case the dependence on the geometry is slight. This energy is much smaller than the correction of 2.5 eV reported for all the other compounds, leading us to see CuBO 2 as an atypical compound within the class of Cu delafossites. ͑Color online͒ Band structures for CuBO 2 calculated using LDA ͓Panels ͑a͒ and ͑c͔͒ and G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX ͓Panels ͑b͒ and ͑d͔͒. The top panels refer to the calculations performed using the LDA-optimized lattice parameters, the bottom panels correspond to the calculations with the experimental parameters of Ref.
74.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the electronic structure of Cu delafossites using a many-body perturbation technique based on a restricted self-consistent GW approach, nowadays the state of the art in band-structure calculations. In the case of CuAlO 2 , the most studied material in the literature, we applied several techniques ͑LDA, LDA+ U, hybrid functionals, G 0 W 0 , G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX͒ and compared the results with previous calculations and experimental data available in literature. We also analyzed the trend in the electronic structure of delafossites upon changing the anion atomic number, by applying the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX approach to CuInO 2 , CuGaO 2 , and CuBO 2 . For the case of CuBO 2 , and in view of the surprising discrepancy between experimental and theoretical geometries, we performed calculations for both the theoretical and experimental structure.
We showed that G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculations yield band gaps much larger than the experimental data, even considering the exciton binding energy, and larger than any other ab initio method. This can be explained by including the polaronic contribution to the band gap. We estimated this contribution in our GW calculations using a simple model that relies on the knowledge of the electronic and lattice contributions to the static dielectric functions. Furthermore, we found that ͑i͒ both LDA and LDA+ U techniques are not able to give quantitative band structures and wave functions for delafossite compounds; ͑ii͒ the agreement often found by LDA+ U or hybrid functional calculations with experiments is somehow fortuitous, as they compensate the underestimation of the band gaps with the neglect of polaronic effects.
Furthermore, in all these compounds, experiments report an indirect band gap at very low energies, that all methods beyond the simple LDA fail to reproduce. In particular, both hybrid functionals and G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX calculations yield indirect gaps at much higher energy than experimental data. This points to the fact, already suggested in literature, that impurity states located in the gap are responsible for the experimental absorption peaks that are interpreted as a signature of an indirect absorption edge.
The comparison of delafossite compounds shows that the trends among the delafossite family obtained using G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX are in qualitative agreement with the trends already predicted by LDA calculations. Furthermore, our calculations show that the G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX corrections to the direct gap are essentially independent of the compound, and that the difference between direct and indirect gaps increases with the atomic number of the anion. CuBO 2 is the exception to this rule: G 0 W 0 @ scCOHSEX correction energies are much smaller than in the other compounds, and the difference between the direct and indirect gaps does not follow the trend. We conclude that CuBO 2 is an atypical compound in this class of delafossites, that clearly needs further investigation both experimentally and theoretically.
